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Programming Languages: An Active Learning Approach introduces students to three programming paradigms: object-oriented/imperative languages using C++ and Ruby, functional languages using Standard ML, and logic programming using Prolog. This interactive textbook is intended to be used in and outside of class. Each chapter follows a pattern of presenting a topic followed by a practice exercise or exercises that encourage students to try what they have just read. This textbook is best-suited for students with a 2-3 course introduction to imperative programming. 

Key Features:


  

    	Accessible structure guides the student through various programming languages

  

    	Seamlessly integrated practice exercises 

  

    	Classroom-tested 

  

    	Online support materials


Advance Praise for Lee’s Programming Languages: An Active Learning Approach

"The Programming Languages book market is overflowing with books, but none like this. In many ways, it is precisely the book I have been searching for to use in my own programming languages course. One of the main challenges I perpetually face is how to teach students to program in functional and logical languages, but also how to teach them about compilers. This book melds the two approaches very well."

-- David Musicant, Carleton College
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Crystal Reports XI: The Complete Reference (Osborne Complete Reference Series)McGraw-Hill, 2005
This best-seller has been fully updated for Crystal Reports XI (extreme insight) -- the first jointly developed release of this leading report writing and analysis software since the acquisition of Crystal Decisions by Business Objects. Readers will learn to create visually appealing reports that communicate content effectively using helpful...
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Statistical and Inductive Inference by Minimum Message Length (Information Science and Statistics)Springer, 2005
My thanks are due to the many people who have assisted in the work reported here and in the preparation of this book. The work is incomplete and this account of it rougher than it might be. Such virtues as it has owe much to others; the faults are all mine.

My work leading to this book began when David Boulton and I attempted to develop...
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Data Mining for Geoinformatics: Methods and ApplicationsSpringer, 2013

	The rate at which geospatial data is being generated exceeds our computational capabilities to extract patterns for the understanding of a dynamically changing world. Geoinformatics and data mining focuses on the development and implementation of computational algorithms to solve these problems. This unique volume contains a collection of...
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Stack Silver Get Gold: How To Buy Gold And Silver Bullion Without Getting Ripped Off!The B24 Group, 2016

	Want to learn how to start safely buying gold and silver bullion like a precious metals expert in about an hour?

	 


	This 2017 updated edition of Stack Silver Get Gold is the only gold and silver investing book you'll ever need because its written by a nationally recognized precious metals...
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Mastering CSS with Dreamweaver CS3 (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2008
In Mastering CSS with Dreamweaver CS3, authors Stephanie Sullivan and Greg Rewis demonstrate how to use Dreamweaver CS3 and CSS together to create highly individualized, standards-based layouts. Through hands-on projects with visuals, the book gives readers an in-depth understanding of Dreamweaver's 32 CSS-based layouts (new in Dreamweaver CS3) and...
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The Third Pillar: How Markets and the State Leave the Community BehindPenguin Press, 2019

	Shortlisted for the Financial Times/McKinsey Business Book of the Year Award

	

	From one of the most important economic thinkers of our time, a brilliant and far-seeing analysis of the current populist backlash against globalization.

	

	Raghuram Rajan, distinguished University of Chicago...
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